Worksheet 3. Vocabulary practice

Complete the sentences with the correct word from the word pool.

approach  camp  devastation  escape  evacuate  hurricane  mayor  rescue  warning

1. A place where children and teenagers go and take part in various or special activities is a _______________________________.

2. Over the Pacific Ocean, this powerful storm is called a typhoon. Over the Atlantic Ocean, it is known as a _______________________________.

3. If you are in an area near a strange dog, don’t _____________________ it. Although it might be friendly, it could bite you.

4. The leader of a city is its _________________________________.

5. In a theater, you can see a sign over some doors that says Exit. This sign means that in case of emergency, you can ________________________ through this door.

6. We flew over the area where the hurricane had hit. We could see the awful _________________________________ all over the city.

7. A water pipe broke in the office building and water began flooding the building. The police helped the people ________________________________ the building as fast as possible.

8. The fire fighters broke down the door with an ax. They were able to _________________________________ an old man in his wheelchair.

9. This sign to the right is a _________________________________. It means you must not enter this road.